### Friends
by Kyle

The most important thing about friends is that they are always there for you. Friends will help you through anything and you can talk to them about anything. You trust them like you would trust your brother to keep a secret about getting their dad a snowmobile for Christmas. But the most important thing about friends is that they are there for you!

### Doors
by Brooke

The most important thing about a door is that you walk through it. You can shut it for privacy. It is usually fake wood or plastic for little kid toys. A door is simple to handle and a piece of cake to move it, like a soft feather. But the most important thing about a door is that you walk through it.

### Katie
by Shawna Ann

The most important thing about Katie is that she is my best friend. I can always tell her my problems, and she gives me advice like a true friend would. She brings me happiness and joy when I am with her, and comfort when I am sad. I can talk to her and she always stops to hear what I have to say. We always play together and are best friends like Frog and Toad. But the most important thing about Katie is that she is my best friend.

### Bats
by Dante

The most important thing about bats is that they eat nasty pesky mosquitoes. Bats are nocturnal to keep them from furious slobbering danger. Bats use sonar to help them know where they are and so they don’t collide into anything. Bats are as blind as a doorknob so it’s difficult for them to know where they are. They are as black as outer space. But the most important thing about bats is that they eat nasty pesky mosquitoes.

### Your Mother
by Cole

The most important thing about your mom is that she loves you and you love her. She might give you big, slobber-filled kisses that feel like a dog licked your face so hard that it left a red mark. Your mom helps you out when you need it and tucks you in at night. Mothers will serve you hot, scrumptious meals that melt on your tongue. But the most important thing about your mom is that she loves you and you love her.

### A Teddy Bear Dog
by Adam

The most important thing about teddy bear dogs is that they eat. There are lots of different kinds of dogs, and there are lots of different colors of dog food just like you can get lots of colors of lollipops. Usually dogs jump on you or your back. But the most important thing about teddy bear dogs is that they eat.